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ABSTRACT
This research is an application of Freud’s psychoanalysis theory to Phoebe
Gloeckner’s The Diary of a Teenage Girl. The aims of this study are to reveal the
trigger of Minnie’s imbalance personality and to scrutinize the relation between
Minnie’s imbalance personality and its manifestation as shown in her delinquent
behavior and increased sexual pleasure-seeking drives.
This study is a qualitative research. Content analysis method was
employed to analyze the data. The object of this study was a hybrid novel which
contains both of words and graphic illustrations by Phoebe Gloeckner entitled The
Diary of a Teenage Girl. The forms of the data of this study were expressions in
words and pictures related to imbalance personality of Minnie which taken from
the novel. The data collection was conducted by comprehensively reading the
data and taking some notes of the important words and pictures expression related
to the topic. The data were observed by using psychoanalysis theory from
Sigmund Freud, focusing on the organization of personality, mainly in the
domination of the id within the system of personality. In order to come to the
trustworthiness of the data, the researcher applied proof-reading methods.
The findings of the research show that Minnie’s imbalance system of
personality is caused by the domination of the id.  Her parents’ twice marital
divorces which makes her lack of love and affection stimulates her id to seek for
pleasure and to  reduce the pain through delinquency such as having sexual
activity to older men and girl of her age, stealing, engaging to drugs, and getting
drunk. Minnie neglects the superego’s state of morality; she keeps pursuing
pleasure in an inappropriate way.
Keywords: delinquent behavior, psychoanalysis, the imbalance system of
personality, the domination of the id, The Diary of a Teenage Girl.
1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. Research Background
The nature of human beings is interesting to study since human beings
possess different characteristics which make them unique. One of important
aspects that distinguishes human beings from one another is their personalities.
According to Feist and J. Feist in their book entitled Theories of Personality,
personality is “a pattern of relatively permanent traits and unique characteristics
that give both consistency and individuality to a person's behavior” (2006: 4).
Thus, every person has diverse personality because they also have different
experiences in their lives. It can be a happy experience or an unpleasant one. Past
experience influences someone’s personality. A person with relatively joyful
experience will have a balance personality in his/her later period of life. On the
other hand, a person with unhappy or horrible past experience needs to undergo
unhappy experience within him/her mind. It will bring a result of having
imbalance personality or maladjustment to a person.
The essential roles of past experiences in shaping someone’s personality is
in line with the notion of psychoanalysis which was first introduced by Sigmund
Freud. Freud (in Feist and J. Feist, 2006: 61) believes that past event is the key
which determines most of human behavior.  Psychoanalysis itself is a prominent
instrument to understand human behavior as it deals with human psyche. It
offers a study between consciousness and unconsciousness and it provides an
2analysis of behavioral deviation which is the result of the imbalance system of
personality. Psychoanalysis theory can be used to study juvenile delinquency as
Freud explains in his paper which is written in 1925 entitled “Psychoanalysis and
Delinquency” that psychoanalysis can be applied in “the theory  and practice of
education”; he infers to the capability and benefit of employing psychoanalysis to
give more understanding about children and juvenile delinquents (Freud, 1950:
98-99).
To the notion of imbalance personality, Freud’s psychoanalysis theory
explains the systems of personality within a person. Freud (in Hall and Lindzey,
1957: 32) stated that a person’s personality consist of three major systems: the id,
the ego, and  the superego. The id serves as the basic instinct which consider no
consequences of its actions; the ego is the executive order which becomes the
bridge of the id with the external world; and the superego represents moralistic
value within a person. Those three elements need to work together in harmony in
order  to build a healthy personality within a person. When the id or the superego
takes control over the ego, imbalance personality occurs. A person with
imbalance personality can be either destructive or depressive (Hall and Lindzey,
1957: 44). The imbalance system of those elements is strongly affected the
person’s experience throughout life.
Childhood experience is the most significant one in influencing someone’s
personality because it serves as the basic foundation of how a person would
perceive the world. An example of childhood experience, to be precise past event,
is the divorce of parents. Parents’ divorce gives big contribution in influencing
3youth delinquent behavior and the issue is significant since it is still relevant to
today’s condition. Marital divorce will trigger children’s psychological distress if
the parents cannot provide affection and attention to their children any longer. It is
said so since in many cases children with divorced parents are, on average, more
likely to engage in “problem behaviors and delinquent acts” (Amato, McLanahan
& Sandefur in Carr, 2009: 166). Also, Raley and Bumpass (in Carr, 2009: 164)
says that in the 20th century the ratio of marital divorce increased intensely with
the highest rate in 1980. The notion that divorce is a common condition in most
of family structure is highlighted by Amato (in Carr, 2009: 164): “at the beginning
of the 21st century, about a half of all marriages ended in divorce, with half of
these involving children”. In other words, around 40% of children will experience
paternal divorce before the age of 18 (Raley and Bumpass in Carr, 2009: 164). As
stated above, the amount of divorce which triggers juvenile delinquency is still
high, whereas it is the major reason which makes adolescents engages in
delinquency.
Gloeckner’s The Diary of a Teenage Girl portrays the issue of adolescent
delinquency. It shows the condition of a broken-home girl who experiences twice
parental divorce during her young age. Minnie, the main character in the novel,
embodies the life of teenagers in common: most of teenagers have to deal with
unescapable effects of the divorce of their parents. The inevitable effects are
psychological distress and difficulty to grow up with less affection of the parents.
As the result of the bitter experience, Minnie grows up as a teenager with
delinquent behavior. This novel is a good representation of the complexities that
4adolescents have to contend with. Minnie has  to cope with unpleasant past event
i.e. her parents’ divorce along with a lesser amount of affection, attention, and
guidance from them, which  is the circumstance that most of young people have to
deal with.
Furthermore, Gloeckner’s The Diary of a Teenage Girl has some
distinctive features that differ the novel from many other novels: “it truly looks
and reads like a diary. However, it is important to note that Gloeckner does not
describe her work as autobiographical despite numerous commonalities between
her life and Minnie’s: she refers to her work as fiction” (Booker, 2010: 261).
Besides, The Diary of a Teenage Girl has the feature of graphic novel as it is a
‘hybrid’ one: it has both pictures and words. The combination between the words
and pictures gives a sense of uniqueness to the novel. It shows the style of the
author in delivering the story in an amusing technique. As The Diary of a Teenage
Girl is considered as a novel, it has a larger amount of words than the graphic
illustrations. However, the researcher intends to analyze both the words and
pictures as the data. Gloeckner’s The Diary of a Teenage Girl shows the voices
and thoughts of a teenage girl who narrates her experiences during adolescence in
a delightful way.
B. Research Focus
As literature is the reflection of certain culture and society which gives
insight to see human’s struggle in life, Phoebe Gloeckner’s The Diary of a
Teenage Girl depicts an issue of juvenile delinquency as reflected by Minnie, the
main character of the novel. The vivid and honest description of a young girl who
5lives in a broken-home family provides an understanding of the topic being
discussed. The researcher intends to use psychoanalysis criticism to reveal the
significance of past event in shaping one’s personality and to seek the deviant
behavior as the manifestation of the imbalance personality. Also, psychoanalysis
is used as it helps the researcher to identify the two research questions which
consisting of important issue regarding to today’s life.
The researcher wants to focus on the importance of unpleasant childhood
experience that triggers Minnie’s imbalance system of personality i.e. the
domination of the id and the relation between the domination of the id and its
manifestation as reflected in her  delinquent behavior. For the first focus, the
researcher believes that Minnie’s imbalance personality triggered by her
unpleasant past experience: the divorce of her parents which also brings parallel
impacts of father’s figure absence and the lack of affection from her  mother. The
second focus is to analyze the relation between the imbalance system of
personality and its manifestation which is reflected in Minnie’s delinquent
behavior and increased sexual pleasure-seeking drives.
C. Research Objectives
The objectives of this research are:
1. to reveal Minnie’s imbalance system of personality which is triggered
by her unpleasant experience;
2. to scrutinize the  relation between Minnie’s imbalance system of
personality and its manifestation as reflected in her delinquent
behavior and increased sexual pleasure-seeking drives.
6D. Research Significance
The research is expected to give significance to these two elements:
1. Academically, this research is expected to enrich the literary references
in the study of Freud’s psychoanalysis theory which focuses on the
system of personality. Also, this research is intended to wider the
readers’ knowledge on delinquent behavior as the manifestation of the
imbalance system of personality. By knowing the subject of delinquent
behavior, readers are expected to be more thoughtful about the issue.
2. Practically, this study is also hoped to increase the readers’
understanding about juvenile delinquent behavior as the result of the
imbalance system of personality. The research shows that adolescents’
delinquent behaviors are triggered by bitter condition of the early life
i.e. unpleasant childhood experience. An example of the trigger is the
divorce of the parents which commonly children are lack of parents’
affection. Additionally, if parents are aware of the importance of their
decision towards the children’s lives, they may find a better solution to
the problems that they face instead of making a choice that can bring
harms to their kids. By a wiser decision, parents will help to create a
healthy personality to the children.
7CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
This research employs psychoanalysis approach by Sigmund Freud
focusing on the organization of personality. This theory serves as the basic
foundation to answer the two research objectives:  to reveal Minnie’s imbalance
personality which is triggered by her unpleasant experience and to analyze the
correlation between  Minnie’s imbalance system of personality and its
manifestation as reflected in her delinquent behavior and increased sexual
pleasure-seeking drives.
A. Psychoanalysis Theory
Psychoanalysis theory is first introduced by an Austrian psychiatrist
Sigmund Freud. As a physician, Freud treated his patients by a method that he
devised namely psychoanalysis and he is “one of the founders of modern
psychiatry” (Hall, 1954: 18). As states by Barry (1995: 96), psychoanalysis is
originally a therapy to cure mental disorders by exploring the relation of
consciousness and unconsciousness within human’s mind. The way
psychoanalysis function as a method of remedy is by making its patient to talk
freely about his/her problem which means that the  buried conflicts and fears
within  that person will be brought up into conscious mind rather than let them
repressed in unconscious (Barry, 1995: 96). Therefore, Freud’s intention is to
heal his patients by listening to their psychological conflicts to bring their burden
into the conscious.
8The main notion of Freud’s psychoanalysis theory is the count on the
unconsciousness, the part of human’s mind beyond consciousness which strongly
influences someone’s action (Barry, 1995: 96). Unconsciousness is a concept that
“human beings are motivated, even driven, by desires, fears, needs, and conflicts
of which they are unaware” (Tyson, 2006: 12). Barry also adds (1995: 96-97) that
the idea of unconsciousness is inseparably linked with repression which is the
unresolved conflicts, unadmitted desires, or traumatic past events, so that they are
driven out of the consciousness and buried in the unconsciousness. In addition,
Tyson (2006: 12-13) says that repression does not eliminate the painful experience
and emotions. On the other hand, it gives those psychological conflicts power as
the organizer of current experience: people unconsciously behave in ways to play
out of those repress conflicting feelings, painful emotion, and agonizing
experience without admitting it. Consequently, unconscious is not “a passive
reservoir of neutral data,” which means that it functions as a dynamic entity that
engages people at the deepest level of their being (Tyson, 2006: 13).
In addition, Freud states that psychoanalysis gives awareness about the
basic instincts which built as the basis of all mental occurrences (Freud, 1950:
131). He recognizes two primarily group of instincts: the life instinct and the
death instinct (Hall, 1954: 58). The life instinct is also called as libidinal or sexual
instinct which is known under the name of Eros and its purpose is “to form living
substance into ever greater unities, so that life may be prolonged and brought to
higher development” (Freud, 1950: 135). Freud (in Hall, 1954: 59) also adds that
the life instincts are better recognized because “they are the mental representatives
9of all bodily needs whose satisfaction is necessary for survival and propagation.”
Meanwhile, the death instinct is represented in impulses of aggressiveness or
destructiveness (Freud, 1950: 135). Freud explains that the main goal of the death
instinct is to bring human into the inorganic one i.e. to die as “the aim of all life is
death” and “inanimate things existed before living ones” (Freud, 1961: 32). The
reservoir of the instincts is in the id, but the ego and superego guide them to come
into expressions (Hall, 1954: 60).
In literature, psychoanalysis has profound contribution in analyzing
characters and author in terms of “enabling a new understanding of split, hidden,
or contradictory desire and intentions” within a literary work and “literature is not
just an illustration but also a source and authority for understanding those desires
and intentions in the first place” (Leitch, 2001: 917). In line with Barry (1995:
96), psychoanalysis  is “a form of literary criticism which uses some of the
techniques of psychoanalysis in the interpretation of literature”. As a result,
psychoanalysis helps to understand human mind, psyche, distress and
psychological conflict through text because “literature is, above all, about the
human, about what it means to be human” (Bennett and Royle, 2004: 225).
To be able to study the nature of human being deeper, however, it needs
more than the understanding of conscious and unconscious; the knowledge of
conscious and unconscious is not enough and insufficient. Therefore, Freud comes
to formulate the organization of personality as “a coherent organization of mental
processes” (Freud, 1960: 8). The organization personality is divided into id, ego,
and superego.
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B. The Organization of Personality
Freud makes division of the organization of personality into three main
systems: the id, the ego, and the superego (Hall, 1954: 22). The id and the
superego belong to the unconscious while the ego belongs to the conscious
(Barry, 1995: 97). Freud (in Hall, 1954: 22) says that these three components
form “a unified and harmonious organization” in the mentally healthy person.
Together they work cooperatively so that the person with healthy mental condition
is able to “carry on efficient and satisfying transactions with his environment”
(Freud in Hall, 1954: 22).
On the other hand, when the id, the ego, and the superego cannot work
harmoniously, they will create an unhealthy personality i.e. the imbalance system
of personality. When one of these systems dominates the other, disturbance will
occur: “the purpose of these transactions is the fulfillment of man’s basic needs
and desires. Conversely, when the three systems of personality are at odds with
one another the person is said to be maladjusted” (Freud in Hall, 1954: 22). These
systems are the guidance upon the human actions and behavior. Therefore, if one
of them dominates upon the rest, the person will be dissatisfied with the world as
“his efficiency is reduced” (Freud in Hall, 1954: 22). The further explanation of
each system is as follows.
1. The Id
The main function of the id is the physic source of energy and tension for
the immediate discharge of quantity of excitation which need to be released “in
the organism  by internal  or external stimulation” (Hall, 1954: 22). The function
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of the id is to fulfill “the primordial or initial principle of life” called as pleasure
principle (Hall, 1954: 22). Freud says that the purpose of the pleasure principle is
to get rid of tension (in Hall, 1954: 22); he also adds that pleasure principle aims
to “keep the quantity of excitation present in it as low as possible or at least to
keep it constant” (Freud, 1961: 3). In his book entitled Beyond the Pleasure
Principle Freud explains that “the pleasure principle long persists, however, as the
method of working employed by the sexual instincts” and “it often succeeds in
overcoming the reality principle” (Freud, 1961: 4). Further, Freud describes that
pain or discomfort is experienced as tension while the relief of tension is
experienced as pleasure or satisfaction. Therefore, the aim of the pleasure
principle is to avoid pain and to pursue pleasure (Hall, 1954: 22).
Furthermore, the id has no acknowledgment with logic or reality since it is
“not  governed by laws of reason or logic and it does not possess values ethics or
morality” (Hall, 1954: 26). Freud explains more that what matters for id is only
the pursuit of pleasure principle:
There are only two possible issues for any id process. Either it  discharges
in action or wish-fulfillment, or it succumbs in to the influence of the ego,
in which  case the energy becomes bound instead of being immediately
discharges (Hall, 1954: 26).
Therefore, when a person cannot fulfil his needs in the time being, tension will
occur and it will be experienced as discomfort or pain. For example, when a baby
feels hungry, he will demand for food but he cannot just automatically get it.
Instead, he produces restlessness crying unless he is fed. Since the baby does not
equipped with the ability to satisfy the hunger by himself and if the parents do not
come to feed him, then he would die from starvation (Hall, 1954: 23).
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Moreover, the id does not have anything to do with rationality, wisdom,
and endurance because its characteristics are “demanding, impulsive, irrational,
asocial, selfish, and pleasure-loving” (Hall, 1954: 27). The id cannot tolerate
tension as well because it always demands for immediate gratification. The id is
the true subject reality of the world “in which the pursuit of pleasure and the
avoidance of pain are the only functions that count” (Hall, 1954: 27). The id is
the primitive part of a person psyche since it exists since birth and it consists of
“unconscious biological drives for sex, food, and other life sustaining necessities”
(Siegel, 2012: 157).
Also, the id cannot operate by itself because as the place that holds basic
drives, the id operates through the primary process. Ever since the id “blindly
seeks to satisfy the pleasure principle, its survival is dependent on the
development of a secondary process to bring it into contact with the external
world” (Feist and J. Feist 2006: 29). The secondary process belongs to the ego.
2. The Ego
As mentioned earlier, the id needs ego as the secondary process to bring its
contact with outside world. What it means by secondary process is explained by
Freud (in Hall 1954: 28) that a man needs to obtain what he needs from the world.
Therefore, it is necessary for him to take into account of external reality
(environment), either by “accommodating himself to it or by asserting mastery
over it” in which this transaction between the man and the world requires the ego
(Hall 1954: 28).
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The ego represents “reason and sanity, in contrast to the id which contains
the passions” (Freud, 1960: 19). While the id runs by pleasure principle, the ego is
governed by reality principle: “the aim of the reality principle is to postpone the
discharge of energy until the actual object that will satisfy the need have been
discovered or produced” (Hall 1954: 28). For example, a child has to learn to not
put just anything  into his mouth whenever he feels hungry. The child has to
“learn to recognize the food, and to put off eating until he has located an edible
object” or else he will experience some pain (Hall 1954: 28). The suspension of
the action means that “the ego is able to tolerate tension until the tension can be
discharged by an appropriate form of behavior” (Hall 1954: 28).
Additionally, Freud (in Hall 1954: 30) gives detail that the ego is the
source of rational intercessor as it is “a complex organization of psychological
processes that acts as an intermediary between the id and the external world.”
Further, Freud (in Feist and J. Feist, 2006: 29) explains that unlike the id which
remain unchanged, the ego develops continuously to find strategies for handling
with  the unrealistic and unrelenting pleasure-demand  from the id and “at times
the ego can control the powerful, pleasure-seeking id, but at other times it loses
control.”
14
3. The Superego
The superego is  the “moral  or juridical branch  of personality” and it
serves as the person’s moral code (Freud in Hall 1954: 31). Freud (in Hall 1954:
31) adds that the ego develops through  a child assimilation with his parents
regarding “what is good and virtuous and what is bad and sinful.” The child
firstly assimilates the moral authority from the parents and he replaces it with  his
own internal authority: “the internalization of parental authority enables the child
to control his behavior in line with  their wishes, and by doing so to secure  their
approval and avoid their displeasure”  (Hall 1954: 31). Not only the child has to
deal with the reality principle to obtain pleasure and avoid the pain, but he also
has to try to behave according to his parents’  moral dictates. (Hall 1954: 31)
There are two notions of  superego: the existence of the conscience and the
ego-ideal. The conscience emerges from experiences of punishments for improper
behavior and tells what a person should not do, whereas the ego-ideal develops
from experiences with rewards for proper behavior and tells what a person should
do (Feist and J. Feist 2006: 30). The rewards and punishments by which the
parents control the establishment of the child’s superego come in two forms:
physical and psychological. Physical rewards are objects that are desired by the
child such as toys, foods, and sweets; physical punishments are painful assault
upon the body of the child like spanking. Meanwhile, psychological rewards are
parental approval which is expressed by either words or facial expression.
“Approval stands for love” and therefore the withdrawal of love can be called as
the main form of psychological punishments (Hall 1954: 32).
15
Freud (in Feist and J. Feist 2006: 30) describes that the superego judges
the ego’s actions and intentions. When the ego of a person acts or “even intend to
acts” contrary to the moral standard of the superego, guilt will occur as the  result.
On the other hand, “feelings of inferiority arise when the ego is unable to meet the
superego's standards of perfection.” Hence, the id, ego, and superego work
together as the basic foundation of a person’s personality:
…the id is regarded as the product of evolution and the psychological
representative of one’s biological endowment, and the ego is the resultant
of one’s interaction with objective reality and the province of the higher
mental processes, then the superego may be said to be the product of
socialization and the vehicle of cultural tradition (Hall 1954: 34).
The ego is shaped out of the id and the superego is shaped out of the ego (Hall
1954: 35).  Those three elements interact continuously and they blend with each
other throughout the human life. Together, they build someone’s personality
which is reflected in the person action and behavior.
C. The Imbalance of the System of Personality
As previously mentioned in the sub-chapter, the id, the ego, and the
superego need to work together  in harmony  to create a healthy personality. When
those three major systems are able to operate effectively, human needs and drives
can be fulfilled. On the other hand, maladjustment within a person’s psyche
occurs if there is imbalance in the id, the ego, or the superego.
In the well-adjusted person the ego is the executive of the personality,
controlling and governing the id and the superego and maintaining
commerce with the external world in the interest of the total personality
and its far-flung needs. When the ego is performing its executive functions
wisely, harmony and adjustment will prevail. Should the ego abdicate or
surrender too much of its power to the id, to the superego, or to the
external world, disharmony and maladjustment will ensue (Hall 1954: 28).
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Thus, the ego is known as the executive of the mind since it  is the one that passes
the  mental process into the external world; the ego determines the drives of the id
and the superego to be acted out in the outside world. However, when there is one
of the elements which dominates the rest, an imbalance personality occurs.
As it is the ego’s task to execute the id and the superego desires to be
represented into the external world, the ego needs to have enough energy to check
the id  and the  superego desires to be acted out  wisely to someone’s personality
(Hall and Lindzey, 1957: 44). If the ego surrenders to the superego, a person’s
personality “will be dominated by moralistic considerations” rather than being
realistic. The superego which dominates the ego will make the person
“continually frustrated and may eventually  develop a depressing sense of failure”
because the ego holds moral as its principle (Hall and Lindzey, 1957: 44).
Meanwhile, as explained more by Freud (in Hall and Lindzey, 1957: 44),
when the id gains more powerful  control towards the ego, the person behavior
tends to be ”impulsive and primitive in character.” The id-dominated person tends
to be destructive  and do not consider the consequences towards his actions and
behavior because the id is “a selﬁsh, pleasure-seeking structure, primitive, amoral,
insistent, and rash” (Schultz and Schultz, 2009: 57). Further, Freud explains that
a person whose the id dominates the system of personality is known as ‘instinctual
character’ and ‘the balance of forces between his instinctual demands and the
inhibitions opposing them’ is uncontrollable (Freud, 1950: 224). Therefore, id-
dominated person be likely to conduct destructive behavior. The impulsive and
the tendency to  break  the social norms can be reflected in delinquent behavior.
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D. Juvenile Delinquency
According to Encyclopedia Britannica (2009), delinquency infers to
“conduct that does not conform to the legal or moral standards of society.” The
abolition of moral standards in the society by young or adolescent is the form of
delinquent acts. Moral or the principle of right or wrong of the society such as
alcohol and drugs abuse or engage in early sexual intercourse is a forbidden
activity if committed by a juvenile or adolescent (Encyclopedia Britannica, 2009).
The term juvenile delinquency itself denotes to “any adolescents who break the
law” (Brandt, 2006: 2). Adolescents tend to engage with drugs, alcohol, and sex in
ways that makes great concern of parents and teachers. According to the 1997
National Longitudinal Survey of Youth on adolescents between the age of twelve
and sixteen in the United States, it found that 29 % adolescents engaged in sex, 42
% using cigarettes, 39 % consumed alcohol, and 21 % had used marijuana
(Brandt, 2006: 2).
In addition, Shoemaker in his book entitled Juvenile Delinquency gives
some examples about adolescents who commit crimes such as school shooting,
murdering, and selling drugs. Before the juvenile justice system began, those
crimes are prosecuted using adult criminal justice system. However, since the first
juvenile delinquency law established in Chicago in 1899 and the juvenile justice
system emerged to develop in the United States, juvenile offender cases are
processed using juvenile justice systems (Shoemaker, 2009: 1-2). Further, he
states that juvenile delinquency is not only included of criminality:
While delinquency does include crimes, it also includes a variety of other
behaviors that are not criminal. Examples of such offenses include running
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away from home, truancy from school, and disobeying the lawful
commands of parents or legal guardians (Shoemaker, 2009: 3).
Those statement is in  line with Brandt who says that underage drinking and  petty
latency such as shoplifting and experimentation with drugs are classified to minor
offenses which called as “status offenses” (Brandt, 2006: 2-3). From the above
explanation, it can be concluded that delinquent behavior is including both
criminality and minor offenses which being conducted by adolescents or juvenile.
In psychoanalysis perspective, delinquency is a form of maladjustment
behavior due to imbalance system of the mind which is triggered by psychological
distress:
(1) that delinquency is symptomatic of underlying conflicts (often
unconscious) and emotional stress, and (2) that these conflicts and stresses
can be compared to a disease, which, if untreated, will become
progressively worse. These two conclusions regarding delinquency are
predominant in the psychoanalytic literature (Shoemaker, 2010: 72).
Hence, delinquent behavior is the result of the hidden conflicts which lie within  a
person’s psyche which can be very destructive if it is untreated. It is line with
Friedlander (1947: 185) who defines that delinquent behavior “is the result of a
disturbance in the relative strength of the three domains of the mind, the id, the
ego and the superego.” Freud himself explains in his paper which is written in
1925 entitled “Psychoanalysis and Delinquency” that psychoanalysis can be
applied in “the theory and practice of education”; he means about the capability
and benefit of employing psychoanalysis to give more understanding about
children and juvenile delinquents (Freud, 1950: 98-99). He adds more that those
who engage in the study of delinquency should be open minded and may use
psychoanalysis to support them:
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If one of these has learnt analysis by experiencing it on his own person and
has reached the stage of being able to employ it in borderline and mixed
cases to assist him in his work, he should obviously be given the right to
practice analysis, and narrow-minded motives should not be allowed to put
obstacles in his way (Freud, 1950: 100).
The study of delinquency itself cannot be separated from crime as
psychological explanation tends “to blend crime and delinquency” (Shoemaker,
2009: 78). In line with that, Freud states that there are two essential traits
regarding to a person who commits crime: he has “boundless egoism and a strong
destructive impulse” and commonly the person has “absence of love, lack of an
emotional appreciation of (human) objects” (Freud, 1950: 223). Freud also
explains further that the feeling of guilt remarks the study of psychoanalysis
toward delinquency:
The problem raised by the unconscious sense of guilt, its relation to
morality, education, criminality and delinquency, is at the present moment
the favorite field of investigation for psychoanalysis (Freud, 1933: 151).
Therefore, a delinquent person who commits destructive, vicious, and impulsive
acts within delinquent traits can be concluded as id-domination personality. The
result of the id-dominated personality is disturbance behavior which only cares to
pursue pleasure.
The main contribution which makes adolescents engage in delinquency
relies on family instability due to marital divorce:
Compared to those in stable, married-parent families, children with
divorced parents were, on average, more likely to be depressed, engage in
problem behaviors such as minor delinquent acts, smoking, and underage
drinking, drop out of high school, score lower on standardized tests,
transition to first sex earlier, become pregnant as a teenager, and report
poorer grades than others during childhood and adolescence (Amato,
McLanahan & Sandefur in Carr, 2009: 166).
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Raley and Bumpass (in Carr, 2009: 164) adds that in the 20th century the ratio of
marital divorce increased intensely with the highest rate in 1980. The notion that
divorce is a common condition in most  of family structure is highlighted by
Amato (in Carr, 2009: 164): “at the beginning of the 21st century, about a half of
all marriages ended in divorce, with half of these involving children”. In other
words, around 40% of children will experience paternal divorce before the age of
18 and “parental divorce is a major contribution to a single-parent families”
(Raley and Bumpass in Carr, 2009: 164). Moreover, divorce affects young people
as research which held by McLanahan and Sandefur in 1994 in the United States
indicates that half of the divorce brings change in the “resident parent’s financial
status “and “mothers typically gain custody following divorce and often
experience a substantial decline in family income and an increase in economic
instability”. This condition often prompts “residential and school changes and
altering the mother’s work schedule (Amato in Carr, 2009: 167). Therefore, the
amount of divorce which triggers juvenile delinquency is still high and it is the
major reason which makes adolescents engages in delinquency.
E. Graphic Novel
The Diary of a Teenage Girl is a hybrid novel “between a conventional
and graphic novel” (Orenstein, 2001) because it contains of both words and
comics passages. The novel has a written style which looks like a diary format and
in some parts the author uses comical illustrations to narrate the story. Thus, the
novel includes as a graphic novel because it combines comical drawings, some
illustrations, and words narrative which is in line with the notion of graphic novel:
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Graphic novels use words and pictures in ways that transcend ordinary art
and text, and their creators are more than writers and artists. […] In the
ideal graphic novel, the text does not distract from the art or vice versa; the
eye flows naturally from element to element, creating a whole that a text-
only book cannot match (Rothschild, 1995: xiv).
Graphic novels need to combine words and pictures in effective way which means
that words should not repeat what pictures have illustrated. The words and
pictures need to complete each other; the pictures can play the role when the
words cannot and it can tell something that has not been explained enough by the
words.
There is a misinterpretation of graphic novels and comic books or comics
strips that they are the same. However, as explains by Goldsmith in her book
entitled Graphic Novels Now, graphic novels and comic books are different for
some reasons:
Graphic novels presented in multiple volumes are nonetheless non-serial
when completely published. A graphic novel presents a narrative that has a
clear-cut beginning and end, whereas a comic book presents one episode
in a limitless series and, as a result, the beginning and end of the series’
universe are immaterial to the story at hand. Publishers produce—and
libraries may subscribe to—comic books as they do other periodicals.
Graphic novels, on the other hand, are published and selected as complete
monographic works (Goldsmith, 2005: 18).
As a result, unlike comics books which has to be updated periodically every once
in a while to know how the story goes, graphic novels provide a complete story in
a single book. The readers do not need to wait for the time until the author and/or
the artist releases the next chapter of the story. This concept is highlighted by
Rothschild:
Many graphic novels contain material not found in monthly comics, such
as an introduction or sketches. Usually, but not always, they tell a
complete story, unlike comics, which are modern-day cliffhangers. And
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some graphic novels bring together stories that appeared in low-print-run,
impossible-to-find, or collectible comics that are not available to most
readers (1995: xiv).
Even though there are some distinctions which differentiate graphic novel from
comic books, however, it “shares the earmarks of sequential art that comic books
incorporate: image and word are bound together in order for the narrative to
unfold (Goldsmith, 2005: 25). Moreover, graphic novels “have now shown
themselves capable of addressing the widest range of human experience, with the
interaction between words and art contributing to the power of the stories that are
told” (Pendergast, 2007: xix).
F. Previous Research Findings
Hillary L. Chute in 2010 has conducted a review about The Diary of a
Teenage Girl in her book entitled Graphic Women: Life Narrative and
Contemporary Comics. Chute points out the significance of graphic narrative
works by women: Gloeckner’s The Diary of a Teenage Girl along with another
graphic novels such as Aline Kominsky’s Crumb, Lynda Barry’s One Hundred
Demons, Marjane Satrapi’s Persepolis: The Story of a Childhood, and Alison
Bechdel’s Fun Home: A Family Tragicomic. She says that both Gloeckner and
Kominsky explore sexuality into new textual modes of expressing life stories.
Chute mentions theory of gender and culture to  see the role of women graphic
novelists in exploring female sexuality and childhood trauma. She emphasizes the
novel’s graphic illustrations to show the significance of graphic novel written by
women.
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The topic of imbalance system of personality within a character in literary
texts itself has been discussed broadly in some works. A thesis by Agustina Tri
Widayati which she conducted in 2013 entitled “Frank’s Hedonistic Lust and
Pleasure Seeking-Behavior in Abagnale’s Catch Me If  You Can: A
Psychoanalysis Approach” employs psychoanalysis theory to answer the two
research’s objectives: to find out the main character’s imbalance personality
which is triggered by his bitter childhood experience and to observe the result of
the imbalance personality as manifested in the main character’s criminal conduct.
Another thesis was conducted Happy Pramukti in 2015 entitled “Humbert
Humbert’s Sexual Aberration as a Pedophile in Vladimir Nabokov’s Lolita” used
Freud’s psychoanalysis which focused on the psychosexual stage and the system
of personality. This study reveals that Humbert Humbert’s childhood sexual
experience and the domination of the id inflicted his sexual aberration as a
pedophile. The use of psychoanalysis is to answer the three objectives of the
research: first, to discover the sexual aberration inclination of the main character;
second, to analyze the main character’s imbalance personality and sexual
aberration which is shown by his aberrant sexual-pleasure seeking behavior; and
third, to seek the psychological affinity between the main character and the author
of Lolita.
The researcher employs those previous studies as references to conduct her
own research entitled “Minnie’s Imbalance Personality as Manifested in Her
Delinquent Behavior in Phoebe Gloeckner’s The Diary of a Teenage Girl”. Even
though there have been some attempts to use Freudian psychoanalysis theory in
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several theses and that the previous study from Agustina’s is quite the same with
this research from the pattern of the theory. This research, however, still can be
distinguished from those previous studies since the object which is being analyzed
is different. As the result, the findings of the deviant acts which are shown by the
subject of the research, the main character, are also different. Moreover, the
researcher’s study brings new novelty since the data are not only in the form of
words but also in the form of graphic illustrations.
G. Conceptual Framework
The influence of childhood experience is important in shaping someone’s
personality. It affects people’s behaviors and stimulates the aftermath of human’s
personalities. When they experience a bitter or unpleasant childhood such as
parents’ divorce, it will trigger their unhealthy personality i.e. imbalance
personality. However, getting enough affection in childhood period is significant
towards human’s psyche. Children who have to deal with divorce of parents and
who are lack of love from parents will likely grow up having delinquent behavior.
This research employs psychoanalysis theory by Sigmund Freud focusing
on the organization of personality to reveal Minnie’s imbalance system of
personality which is triggered by her unpleasant childhood experience and to
analyze the  relation between  Minnie’s imbalance system of personality and its
manifestation as  reflected in her delinquent behavior and increased sexual-
seeking drive. The conceptual framework of this research can be seen below.
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Figure 1. Conceptual Framework
Psychoanalysis Theory
The Organization of Personality:
— Id
— Ego
— Superego
Phoebe Gloeckner’s
The Diary of a Teenage Girl
Words and Pictures Expressions related
to Imbalance Personality of Minnie
Delinquent Behavior
and
Increased Sexual Pleasure-
Seeking Drives
1. to reveal Minnie’s imbalance
system of personality which is
triggered by her unpleasant
experience.
2. to analyze the relation between
Minnie’s imbalance system of
personality and its manifestation as
reflected in her delinquent behavior
and increased sexual-seeking drives.
Minnie’s Imbalance Personality as Manifested in Her Delinquent
Behavior in Phoebe Gloeckner’s The Diary of a Teenage Girl
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHOD
A. Research Design
Qualitative research method was used to conduct this research and the data
result is in the form of words and expressions instead of number as qualitative
research produces “narrative or textual description of the phenomena under study”
(Vanderstoep and Johnstone, 2009: 7). Consequently, this research used textual
analysis as  the method. Textual analysis embodies any verbal or non-verbal signs
to be identified and interpreted (Vanderstoep and Johnstone, 2009: 210) and it can
be conducted wherever any object or verbal or visual text has symbolic meaning
as a source for textual analysis (Vanderstoep and Johnstone, 2009: 213).
As Vanderstoep and Johnstone (2009: 8) said that the main goal of the
qualitative research is to provide richer and deeper understanding of a case under
the study, this research gave in-depth understanding of an adolescent who tried to
cope with the repression of past event towards her life. This study also offered a
wider knowledge of whys and wherefores adolescences do what they do. Besides,
qualitative research believes that “every case  is valid and potentially worthy of
study” (Vanderstoep and Johnstone, 2009: 168). Therefore, the issue of
adolescents’ encounter to deal with past event and its consequences is a
significant topic to be discussed.
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B. The Data and Sources of the Data
The primary data of this research was taken from The Diary of a Teenage
Girl by Phoebe Gloeckner which was published in California, 2015. The Diary of
a Teenage Girl is different from most type of novels since it is a hybrid novel: it
consists of both words and comical pictures. The first edition of the novel was
also published in California in 2002. However, the researcher used revised edition
which consists of: a foreword; notes of the arts credit and music/poem/spoken
word recordings; original diaries and photos; list of illustrations; and 310 pages.
The novel and the content was read and studied thoroughly. The data taken
from the novel were in the form of words and pictures expressions related to the
imbalance personality of the main character named Minnie, which is shown in her
delinquent behavior. Those words and pictures expressions were taken to answer
the research objectives: (1) to reveal Minnie’s imbalance system of personality
which is triggered by her unpleasant experience and (2) to analyze the correlation
between Minnie’s imbalance system of personality and its manifestation as
reflected in her delinquent behavior and increased sexual pleasure-seeking drive.
C. Research Instruments
Since this research applied qualitative method with the use of textual
analysis, the major instrument in this study was the researcher herself. In textual
analysis, the researcher is the interpreter of the text which means that the
researcher’s interpretation is prominent (Vanderstoep and Johnstone, 2009: 211).
The researcher is the central instrument  in analyzing a particular text. Therefore,
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the researcher has principal privileges to scrutinize and make inference of the text
with the support of Freud’s psychoanalysis theory.
Furthermore, table lists were also used to help the researcher to analyze the
data. There were two types of table list to put the data into a certain label to make
the identification easier. Then, the researcher put the data into the table lists which
contain quotations, pages, category, and meaning.
D. The Technique of Data Collection
The researcher conducted the data collection in several steps. Firstly, the
researcher read and re-read The Diary of a Teenage Girl as the main source of the
data.  It was read carefully and comprehensively several times to obtain a deep
comprehension about the content of the novel and to gain understanding about
Minnie as subject character of the research. Then, the researcher conducted the
data collection by taking some notes of the important expressions related to the
topic of the research. Finally, the researcher identified and categorized the data
into table lists to answer the two research objectives.
The table lists were important since it helped the researcher to categorize
the data according to the research objectives. The first table list was used to
determine the first research question i.e. to reveal the domination of the id which
is triggered by Minnie’s unpleasant experience. The second table list was applied
to answer the second research question i.e. to analyze the correlation between
Minnie’s imbalance system of personality and its manifestation which is shown in
her delinquent behavior and increased sexual pleasure-seeking drive. Both of the
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research objectives were answered using Freud’s psychoanalysis theory focuses
on the organization of personality. The form of the table lists are as follows.
Table 1. Data for the domination of the id in Minnie’s system of personality
which is triggered by her unpleasant early life experience.
No Quotation Page Meaning
1 I wish my father cared
whether I was dead or alive. I
never see him, never heard
from him. I don’t even know
where he lives now. Once he
called me out of the blue, and
told me that my eyes were
just like his, and that we
know things other people
can’t know. He said we could
see more other couldn’t. Like
magic.
99 This quotation represents the
trigger of Minnie’s personality
problem as the first divorce of
her parents makes her lacks of
father’s figure. The absence of
her father’s figure somehow
affects her psyche. It makes her
longing for love and affection of
a man who is older than her
which is later on she tries to find
it in the figure of her mother’s
boyfriend.
Table 2. Data for Minnie’s imbalance personality as reflected in her
delinquent behavior and increased sexual pleasure-seeking drives.
No Quotation Category Page Meaning
1 He said if I could hold on
and keep it together, that
we’ll be able to date
when I’m eighteen. […]
We could take a trip on
his sailboat. For sure
he’ll have a sailboat by
then. I stole $2.75 when
he was in the bathroom.
The
Delinquent
Behavior
200 As Minnie’s id
dominates her system of
personality, she
conducts delinquency by
stealing money without
paying attention to the
immorality of her action
as the characteristic of
the id does not care
about wisdom and it is
selfish.
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E. Data Analysis
As stated by Creswell (2009: 183) data analysis is the ongoing process of
making sense out of text and image data. The process of data analysis involves six
steps (Creswell, 2009: 185-190) as presented below:
1. Organizing and prepare the raw data by taking some field notes.
2. Reading all the data thoughtfully to obtain a general sense and to get
an overall meaning of the data in which the researcher made a
distinction of  data into two  main topic: the main character’s
imbalance personality which is triggered by her the unpleasant
experience and the main character’s delinquent behavior as the
manifestation of the imbalance system of personality.
3. Making detail analysis with a coding process. Rossman & Rallis (in
Creswell 2009: 186) assumed that “coding is the process of organizing
the material into chunks or segments of text before bringing meaning
to information”. The coding process starts from taking text data or
pictures collected during data collection, segmenting the data into
categories, and giving label to those categories with a term. Thus, the
researcher categorized the data according to the two objectives to find
the the main character’s imbalance personality which is triggered by
her bitter past experience and to analyze the manifestation of the main
character delinquent behavior as the result of the unpleasant past event.
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4. Using the coding process to produce description of particular themes.
These themes need to show up in the major findings and are usually
used to generate headings in the findings section of the research.
5. Choosing the suitable approach to represent the description of the data.
In this account, psychoanalysis theory was used to answer the two
research objectives of this study.
6. Interpreting the meaning of the data is the final step. The interpretation
must be based on the researcher’s own understanding and knowledge
that are supported by the literature and the theory.
F. Data Trustworthiness
Creswell & Miller (in Creswell, 2009: 191) believed that trustworthiness
or validity determining “whether the findings are accurate from the standpoint of
the researcher, the participant, or the readers of an account”. Thus, in order to
obtain trustworthiness in  this study, the  researcher applied some strategies. In the
beginning, the researcher tried to use rich and thick description to be able to give
the readers a vivid portrayal of the findings. When qualitative research offers
detail description, “the results become more realistic and richer” (Creswell 2009:
192).
Also, the researcher used peer debriefing to enhance the accuracy of the
research. Peer debriefing is a process when the other person review and ask
questions about the research to  add its validity (Creswell, 2009: 192). For that
reason, the researcher chose some of her friends, the students of English Literature
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Study Program to be reviewers of the research. In addition, the researcher
consulted her study with her thesis advisor to get some suggestions related to the
topic and to add the validity of the research.
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CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION OF THE FINDINGS
In this chapter, the researcher presents the discussion of the findings of the
study. In order to present the findings comprehensively, the researcher divides the
discussion into two sub-chapters; the first part are the cause of Minnie’s
imbalance personality i.e. the domination of the id and the domination of the id
within Minnie’s personality itself, while the second part is the manifestation of
Minnie’s imbalance personality which is shown in her delinquent behavior. The
first sub-chapter focuses on revealing the trigger which bring Minnie’s imbalance
personality and the id domination personality that she possesses. The second sub-
chapter focuses on the manifestation of Minnie’s id dominated personality which
is reflected in (1) the delinquent behavior and (2) the increased sexual pleasure-
seeking drives.
A. The Cause of Minnie’s Imbalance Personality and Its Effect towards
Her Personality
This sub-chapter discusses Minnie’s imbalance system of personality i.e.
the domination of the id which arises from her bitter childhood experiences. The
past experience of Minnie’s life is significantly prominent in shaping her
delinquent behavior as it is the triggers which make her engage in delinquency.
The following sub-chapter about  the domination of the id within Minnie’s
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personality presents her personality problem as the result of the inner conflict
which is triggered by  her bitter past experiences.
Phoebe Gloeckner’s The Diary of a Teenage Girl narrates the condition of
a broken-home girl who experiences twice parental divorces during her young
age. The main character named Minnie experiences a psychological problem
related to her imbalance system of personality. Her id, ego, and superego cannot
work together in harmony due to her excessive needs for pursuing pleasure. The
novel tells that Minnie engages in delinquency by getting herself into drugs,
alcoholic beverages, latency, and sexual relationship without thinking about the
consequences of her action towards herself and people around her, as she ignores
the importance of others as long as she can gain pleasure and immediate
gratification of her urges. Minnie’s id takes control over her ego and superego,
therefore she keeps making her life getting in delinquency in order not to lose the
pleasure that she can get from behaving as a delinquent girl. Thus, the imbalance
system of personality within Minnie comes from the domination of the id.
1. The Trigger of Minnie’s Imbalance Personality
The domination of the id within Minnie’s system of personality is
triggered by her parents’ divorce. Minnie experiences her parents’ twice marital
divorces and it affects her life as well as her personality. The first divorce that she
has to go through with happens when she is only a little kid and it makes her lack
of a father figure:
I wish my father cared whether I  was dead or alive. I never see him, never
heard from him. I don’t even know where he lives now. Once he called me
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out of the blue, and told me that my eyes were just like his, and that we
know things other people can’t know. He said we could see more other
couldn’t. Like magic. Once my grandfather went to Bora-Bora and got me
a little wooden monster  carving with mother-of-pearl eyes. He told me
that the spirit of my father was in it, and that I should keep it near me, and
it would be just like my dad was next to me, thinking about me, hugging
me. Magic (Gloeckner, 2015: 99).
The first divorce of her parents that she experiences in her childhood
makes her lack  of love and affection from her real father. The above quotation
shows how Minnie is longing for love of her biological father; she portrays
vividly the need for her real father figure in which she tries to feel the spirit and
the existence of her father through the wooden doll that her grandfather gives her.
These remarks give the first stepping stone to uncover the trigger behind Minnie’s
delinquent behavior because it gives significant effect towards Minnie’s action
and behavior. This condition is in line with Freud statement (in Feist and J. Feist,
2006: 61) that past event is the key which determines most of human behavior.
After the first divorce of her parents, Minnie does not live with her real
father anymore; Minnie stays with her mother and her mother decides to have a
second husband, Pascal: “I’ve known Pascal since I was four years old. He lived
with us in Philadelphia for several years before he married my mother”
(Gloeckner, 2015: 13). Pascal then makes Minnie, her mother, and her sister move
from Philadelphia to San Francisco, but then he and her mother decided to get
divorce: “We moved to San Francisco three or four years ago because of his job.
He and mom split up very shortly after that. They are now almost divorced”
(Gloeckner, 2015: 13). Since the second divorce of her mother, Minnie stays with
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her mother only which is in line with Raley and Bumpass (in Carr, 2009: 164)
who says that single-parent families is caused by  parental divorce.
Minnie has to cope with the consequences of her parents’ marital divorce.
She says it vividly in her statement:
I said. “Yeah you made us move to California. Whether you should have
or not. And then you  and Mom immediately decide to get divorced. Now
mom doesn’t have a job, so we might have to go back to Philadelphia
whether we want  or not, and our lives will be disrupted and ruined and
it’s all your fault” (Gloeckner, 2015: 83).
Her parents’ decisions to move to San Francisco and to get divorced give
significant influences towards her life. Minnie considers it as the reason of her
chaotic life. This condition is corresponding to Amato’s statement (in Carr, 2009:
167) that divorce leads to “residential changes.” Besides, because of marrying
Pascal, Minnie’s mother does not touch Minnie’s much: “My mother doesn’t
touch me much if she can avoid it. Some mothers touch their children a lot, in a
natural way. I used to kiss her and hug her all the time when I was happy or she
was nice” (Gloeckner, 2015: 84). Minnie’s mother starts to not touching Minnie
in the way mothers do because Pascal says to Minnie’s mother that “there seems
to be something sexual about Minnie’s need for physical contact”; Pascal says this
as if Minnie is not  her mother’s little daughter (Gloeckner, 2015: 84-85).
Therefore, the impact of her mother second marriage makes Minnie does not get
enough affection from her mother.
Moreover, since Minnie’s mother gains the custody of Minnie, she works
in the library to support the family life. It makes Minnie being left alone at home
since divorce alters to “the mother’s work schedule” (Amato in Carr, 2009: 167).
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Thus, not only Minnie has to deal with the loss of her real father because of the
first divorce when she was only a little kid, but she also has to cope with the
separation of her mother and her step-father. This case makes her lack of affection
from her mother.
2. The Domination of the Id within Minnie’s Personality
That above circumstance that Minnie’s has to deal with her parents twice
marital divorces triggers Minnie’s id to avoid the pain from the lack of care and
love within herself. Therefore, Minnie seeks for love and attention from her
mother’s boyfriend, Monroe, who is “dashing thirty-five-years-old blonde”
(Gloeckner, 2015: 145). The id stimulates Minnie to seek for pleasure and
avoiding pain by getting into physical touch with the man who is so much older
than him:
(Gloeckner, 2015: 84)
The illustration above shows how content Minnie is when Monroe touches her in
affecting and friendly ways. She likes it whenever Monroe grabs her arm when
she let him in the door or when he pats her on the shoulder when he says goodbye.
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Minnie feels that Monroe cares about her when he does so (Gloeckner, 2015: 84).
It portrays her needs for affection and attention that she lacks of.
Minnie finds joys of getting love from Monroe and it reduces the pain that
is caused by her parents twice divorce. As her mother always busy with her work
and her real father and step-father does not live together with her, she tries to find
the answer for her need of psychical urges of love in another person. Minnie does
not  stop to seek for pleasure of the need of love to her mother’s boyfriend in an
affectional way, instead she also gives her virginity up to Monroe:
It hurt and it still hurts and I’m sure it was the most colorful blood that will
ever come out  of me. Afterwards, we lay quietly besides one another on
the bed. We both  still had our jackets on, naked from just the waist  down.
I drew an “X” on his leg with my blood (Gloeckner, 2015: 8).
The quotation above shows that Minnie enjoys having a sexual activity as she
says that it is “the most colorful blood” in her life. Minnie attempts to reduce the
pain and consequences that is caused by her parents’ divorce by getting the love
and affection that she lacks of. Minnie’s effort to reduce pain within herself
happens because the id serves the demand of pleasure principle in which “the aim
of pleasure principle may be said, then, to consist of avoiding pain and finding
pleasure” (Freud in Hall, 1954: 22).
The urges of getting psychical affection become more intense; for cannot
getting the need of love from her parents, she makes out with any guy as she feels
that she can get attention from it: “I have gone to bed with someone every day for
the past four. Tuesday, it was Monroe. Wednesday, Monroe and Ricky. Thursday,
Monroe, and Friday, Ricky. I wonder if I can keep it up. I’ve sure been getting
fucked a lot lately” (Gloeckner, 2015: 115). Moreover, Minnie is not only seeking
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for pleasure and immediate gratification from older men and boys of her age, but
she also tries to find comfort and warmth from girls. Minnie makes out with girls
which shows the recklessness of her behavior as seen below:
(Gloeckner, 2015: 236)
The picture illustrates that Minnie enjoys in making out with girls. She ignores the
morality of her action since the id “does not possess values ethics or morality”
(Hall, 1954: 26). Minnie lets the girl touches her in a sexual way and instead of
trying to stop she feels “all hot and tingly… God I just want to fuck her... I feel
dizzy I can’t sleep” (Gloeckner, 2015: 237). Minnie is unable to control the
demand of the id although it means that she abolishes the moral standards by
engaging misbehavior. Minnie’s ego cannot control the id’s demand for
immediate ratification. Her superego which should be the key to determine
morality of her action yields to the id. Unlike the domination of the superego
which makes the person becomes fearful and anxious to do something amoral, the
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id dominated person feels no guilt or remorse to do something unlawful. How
Minnie loses her rational thought to reduce the pain by finding love to either male
or female shows the domination of the id within her personality.
The domination of the id within Minnie’s personality also reflects in her
delinquency in which Minnie tries to repress her ego and neglects her superego
more intensely. She chooses to engage in delinquency because it brings joy and
pleasure: “Of course I had homework but so the fuck what. I wanted to go, so I
did and of course I was served a drink or two because I am so mature-looking.
And Monroe always seems to drink under such circumstances” (Gloeckner, 2015:
4). It shows the domination of the id within Minnie’s personality as she ignores
her main task: to study and to do the homework. Instead, she goes to a night-club
and get drunk which displays the characteristics of the id which are “demanding
and impulsive” (Freud in Hall, 1954: 27). Minnie also reflects the selfish and
harsh characteristics of the id by committing petty latency:
(Gloeckner, 2015: 47)
It can be seen from the graphic illustration that Minnie is searching for a thing
which does not belong to her. She often does this kind of action without thinking
that it is wrong since the id which dominates her mind does not care about right or
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wrong. What matters is just to act according to the command of the id, the one
which does not care about wisdom of her action. She wants to do it and she does it
without thinking about the consequences. Minnie does not even care about
Monroe being around the house or not or about the possibility that he may accuse
her of stealing. Another example of stealing which shows the domination of the id
within Minnie’s personality can be seen below.
(Gloeckner, 2015: 89)
The above picture shows Minnie’s misconduct of taking a cassette. Although, the
thing she takes this time is not expensive, still, it reflects her id domination which
does not care about wisdom makes her abolish the moral standard by conducting
petty latency of searching and stealing another people’s stuff. She takes things
which are not her belonging. Minnie is no longer behaving according to
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“moralistic considerations” in which it will operate when her superego works
harmoniously with the id and the ego in her system of personality (Freud in Hall
and Lindzey, 1957: 44).
By constantly engages in petty latency, Minnie does not feel guilty or
thinks that her conduct is wrong. It occurs because Minnie’s superego surrenders
to the id and her ego fails to be the executive order of making the id becomes
rational. The domination of the id within Minnie’s personality arises because there
is no control over ‘the balance of forces between his instinctual demands and the
inhibitions opposing them’ (Freud, 1950: 224). This condition makes the ego
loses its control over the id and the superego while it should be taking charge
between the instinctual demands and the inhibitions to make a balance
personality. Freud named the person with id dominated personality as ‘instinctual
character’ (1950: 224) and therefore, the person behaves in accordance of his
instincts and it leads him to conduct delinquency.
Furthermore, while the id is the reservoir of all the instincts and repressed
memories, the id acknowledges two main instincts known as the life instinct and
the death instinct (Hall, 1954: 58). The death instinct is the one which drives
human into the inorganic one i.e. to die as “the aim of all life is death” and
“inanimate things existed before living ones” (Freud, 1961: 32).  On the other
hand, the life instinct has major aim “to form living substance” or to continue
survival which reflected in the need of love, food, sex, etc. Minnie chooses to
pursue her bodily needs “for survival and propagation” by obeying the sexual
instinct within herself:
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I didn’t go because of Monroe, because I really wanted to get fucked
again, and all the boys on that trip  are such faggots. […] Anyway, what
Mr. Bill said spread like a wildfire, and now the whole school thinks that
I’m the biggest fucking prude…. Mr. Bill saw me in Ricky’s arms today
and just could not wipe the smile off his  face. I think he realizes that he
doesn’t understand me and is confused. What is there to understand? I am
a very passionate person (Gloeckner, 2015: 56).
Her basic instinct of the id is to pursue pleasure makes Minnie tries to keep
gratifying her id’s demand by getting as many pleasure of sex as possible. She
neglects her responsibility to study at school; instead she withdraws herself from
the school desert trip. It portrays the domination of the id within her personality as
what she cares is only about pursuing the id’s command. Minnie admits that she
does things in accordance to her instincts: “I don’t care I don’t care all the world
is a stage, I don’t care. Am I the only existing natural person in the world? I want
to obey my instincts, is that  so wrong?” (Gloeckner, 2015: 76). While people in
her surrounding label her as a girl who is willingly to go with any guy that comes
along, Minnie thinks that there is nothing wrong with it; there is nothing to be
ashamed of. She just wants to do as what her instincts command her to do without
caring about anything else.
Whenever Minnie feels that she wants love and pleasure from a physical
desire, she ignores reality and responsibility and goes immediately to the older
man whom she adores:
I cut math, and took the cable car to his house. I rang the buzzer and left
the note in his box, thinking he wouldn’t  be home, but he opened the door
with a mechanical button from his  apartment  so  I held my  breath and
went in. My heart was beating so fast (Gloeckner, 2015: 76).
Her basic instinct of avoiding pain which  is one of the characteristics of the id
guides her to seek  for immediate gratification without thinking that she should
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have stopped. It also shows another domination of the id within Minnie’s behavior
in which she reflects it by constantly cutting class at school. She does not take her
education seriously and becomes irresponsible because she is governed by the
domination of the id as seen in the illustration below:
(Gloeckner, 2015: 198)
As it seen from the illustration above, Monroe drives Minnie into her school, but
Minnie avoids in answering Monroe’s question about her school attendance of
that day. She does not give an answer to him and walks out of the car in silent.
She waits until Monroe goes by his car and instead of heading to school, Minnie
prefers to wander around the city as she does not want to feel the pain that she get
from attending school. She repetitively ignores her learning and leaving the school
behind her. Moreover, Minnie tells lies only because she does not want to deal
with education: “I  do not have to go to school today because I am sick. You
won’t tell—I always fake” (Gloeckner, 2015: 202). Even though she is already
being dropped out many times, she keeps avoiding school. This situation reflects
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the domination of the id in which she suppresses the ego’s authority and she
neglects the superego’s guidance to stop the misconduct.
B. The Manifestation of Minnie’s Imbalance Personality
After revealing the factors which lead Minnie to have imbalance
personality i.e. the domination of the id within her, the researcher needs to discuss
the relation between Minnie’s imbalance system of personality and its
manifestation. Freud (1950: 223) believes that a person who has id domination
personality possesses two traits: ‘boundless egoism and a strong destructive
impulse’. The domination of the id within someone’s personality occurs because
the ego cannot master the battle between the id and the superego which is
initiated by the id’s unconscionable demand for pleasure. The ego cannot be the
executive to fulfil the superego principle of morality and its stimulus to do things
in a permitted way. In this case, Minnie’s ego loses its control over the id as well
as the superego which surrenders to it. Therefore, delinquency occurs. Besides
the delinquency, Minnie also goes through of increased sexual pleasure-seeking
drives. The increased sexual pleasure-seeking drives are basically the reflection of
Minnie’s delinquent behavior because engaging into underage sexual activity is
the part of delinquency. The researcher, however, highlights Minnie’s sexual
conducts as she portrays it in enormous amount of ways.
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1. The Delinquent Behavior
To begin with, Minnie’s delinquent behavior will be the focus of the
discussion. Minnie’s id domination personality makes her conducting
delinquency because the natures of delinquent traits are the same with id
domination personality which are reckless, harsh, selfish, and impulsive. As
mentioned in the chapter II, Freud (1950: 98-99) says that psychoanalysis can be
applied to give more understanding about the study of children and juvenile
delinquent. Minnie delinquent traits are shown when she fulfills her id’s demand
through her encountering with drugs which is against the law. It can be seen from
the illustration below.
(Gloeckner, 2015: 63)
The picture portrays the recklessness of Minnie’s personality as she tries to pursue
her pleasure principle by smoking pot with guys inside of a car. It shows her
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destructive behavior in which she conducts delinquency which reflects the
domination of the id. From the picture, it can also be seen that Minnie makes out
with boys even though they bring bad influence to her; they make Minnie engages
with drugs even further. However, Minnie does not care about the damaging
influence of hanging out with those bad boys. Just as long as she can get pleasure
and immediate gratification, she does things even if it is bad and harmful. While
smoking pot does give her a feeling of joy, she craves for more: “I inhaled a lot of
amyl nitrate. A whole, whole lot. And I got very drunk. […] After a while, I began
to get very obnoxious” (Gloeckner, 2015: 116). Minnie deals with any drugs; she
sniffs poppers, a drug which is originally be used to treat angina, however, it can
also produces an intense feeling of high and warmth. Thus, Minnie misuses it for
her own purpose. It represents how the id takes control over her by putting aside
the consequence of getting high and drunk toward her body.
(Gloeckner, 2015: 129)
The illustration above represents the pursuing of pleasure in Minnie’s
personality by drinking brandy and smoking joint. It vividly shows the hedonistic
lust within herself; she neglects her superego that she commits delinquency. As
long as Minnie is able to get happiness to replace the pain that she gets from her
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lack of love, she does not care whether things she does are right or wrong. Minnie
has another characteristic of id domination personality as shown in the quotation:
“He says I have to stop taking drugs. He told me that the test he gave me showed
me that my iq had fallen ten points compared to the result from school a year ago”
(Gloeckner, 2015: 275). This quotation shows the traits of boundless egoism and
strong destructive urge of the id. Her encounter with drugs destroys her brain. It is
in line with Freud (1950: 223) explanation that there are two essential traits
regarding to a person who has the characteristics of id domination personality: the
individual has “boundless egoism and a strong destructive impulse’.
Not only dealing with drugs, but getting drunk is also the conduct of
delinquency that Minnie does a lot:
I was awful last night. I had a lot of alcoholic beverages on a bar called
Churchill’s. A single bar on the corner of the Clement  and some low-
num-bared street… I was the youngest person in the establishment.
Obviously, I shouldn’t have been there at all ” (Gloeckner, 2015: 77)
Freud mentions  that the id domination person has the personality of boundless
egoism and self-destructive urge. The quotation shows how rash and uncontrolled
her behavior is. Ignoring the facts that she is underage of drinking and getting
alcoholic beverage, Minnie puts herself in the establishment that she should not
be there just yet. In addition, Minnie destroys her body which reflected the
selfishness of the id that cares about nothing other than pleasure and immediate
gratification:
I had seven rum and grapefruit juice. I was very drunk […] I can’t quite
sure remember what happened…. It’s all very unclear…. The liquor had
been completely absorbed into my bloodstream by then, and the poisoned
liquid had eloped my brain…. I was practically delirious (Gloeckner,
2015: 78).
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The strong destructive urge which is one characteristic of the id portrayed in
above quotation as Minnie tends to put herself in astray. The rum takes her body
and mind as the id controls her personality. Minnie gets drunk, talks bad words,
and disrespect older people as reflected in the picture below.
(Gloeckner, 2015: 78)
The graphic illustration also displays that Minnie keeps hanging out with Monroe
and ignores the facts that he is her mother’s boyfriend and that he also has a
romantic relationship with her mother. She only wants to pursue pleasure. The
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superego which holds the principle of morality surrenders to the id as Minnie does
not care about the morality of her actions.
The delinquency that is committed by Minnie is not only stop in drugs and
drunkenness. With the id that taking charge of her personality, she makes her life
in no direction by keeping herself being kicked out from schools:
It’s a cold day. It is cold. The Urban School faculty has discussed the
matter, and decided it best that I do not return next year. I was kicked out.
It seems that Minnie has been doing very little work and has completed
only half the requirements necessary for the credits she  had aimed at
getting. My mother was really mad because my grandparents are the ones
who pay my tuition and she does not  want to explain why I have to
change school again. She says I have to tell them (Gloeckner, 2015: 78).
Minnie gets kicked out from her second school which means that she fails her
mother again. She behaves like a bad teenager with a poor school life. She
neglects the fact that her mom has not got enough money and therefore she has to
ask for support from her parents. However, Minnie does not care that the
consequence of her behavior also put her mom in a difficult situation. After being
kicked out from Urban, her mother tries to get Minnie into her first school.
However, she has a bad reputation related to her school performances:
My mother called Castilleja to see if  could return in the fall. But the
teachers at Urban had beaten her into it. They called to ask about my past
performance, and the person at Castilleja told my mother  that everyone
agrees that Minnie Goetze is a sneak and a liar and a bad student and
would not be welcomed back at either school. […] The school suggested
that I go to  a psychiatrist (Gloeckner, 2015: 100).
Minnie’s psyche is really disturbed even the school realizes it and advices her to
go to a psychiatrist to get treatment. Minnie tends to have boundless egoism and
she keeps pursuing for self-pleasure even though it puts her life in ruin. Minnie
then attends her new school named Lick-Wilmerding. In this new school,
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however, Minnie does not try to make herself better; she still performing bad habit
by cutting classes:
My mother talked to the principal at school and he said they had to put me
on academic probation because I cut too many times. They said they want
me to go to a therapist as a condition of the probation. My mother were
crying in the car and saying that I was so, so lucky that they didn’t kick me
out because now there’s no other  school that would take me (Gloeckner,
2015: 216).
When a normal person with balance personality will feel guilty and try to stop
making misconduct, Minnie does not possess the feeling of guilty. Even she is
given the chance to be good in the school which agrees to accept her, she still cuts
classes; she does not care about her mother’s feelings in which  it reflects the id-
dominated personality which only cares about her own pleasure. Her mother being
called at school to talk about her poor academic condition, but it does not make
Minnie change into a right direction. She fails her mother again as seen in the
quotation below.
My mom had a tense phone conference with  the principal. He says I can’t
come back to Lick-Wilmerding after Christmas vacation. They gave my
mom the name of some school for drop-outs that I can go to. She is  so
mad at me but I don’t give a care (Gloeckner, 2015: 264).
The lack of the feeling of guilt towards her mother shows the characteristic of the
id. What she does bring no advantage, but instead of trying to quit, she keeps
making herself be kicked out of school over and over again. Minnie’s
circumstance of being kicked out from school happens due to “children with
divorced parents” are likely “drop out of high school” (Amato, McLanahan &
Sandefur in Carr, 2009: 166).
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Another delinquent behavior committed by Minnie can also be seen when
she does shoplifting of some nail polish from a shop: “I paint my toenails
nowadays. I stole the color—dark brown-red, red-red, purple, and shimmering
pearly pink-red. They are all from Woolworth’s on Polk Street” (Gloeckner, 2015:
121). Besides, Minnie steals money and pot in Monroe’s house:
(Gloeckner, 2015: 135)
From the picture, it expresses the characteristic of the id which is very selfish and
recognizes no  guilt of the unlawful conduct of her action. Minnie comes to
Monroe’s house with Kimmie, her friend, and when Monroe is taking shower, she
and Kimmie decide to steal the pot  and money; then they just leave the house
before Monroe goes out from the bathroom. Another time, Minnie steals
Monroe’s money again: “I stole $2.75 when he was in the bathroom” (Gloeckner,
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2015: 200). Minnie likes to take any things which are not belong to her,
whenever she has the chance.
Moreover, Minnie makes an experiment of herself by going out with a
man she does not even know:
(Gloeckner, 2015: 131)
From the graphic, it shows that Minnie in a condition of high in the man’s car.
Minnie just meets the man some minutes before and she agrees to have a ‘party’
in his room. Minnie ignores her superego about the morality of her action. She
searches for pleasure even to a black man who is so much older than him and she
does not know anything about him. It shows the carelessness of the id. Minnie’s
destructive and careless behavior almost makes her ended up dead. One night,
after watching Rocky Horror Picture Show, she decides to go to Monroe’s house
instead of coming home and that it is almost 2:00 in the morning. She walks alone
along the dark, empty, and cold street when a car coming behind her and it stops
right beside her. The car’s door opens so quickly and blocks her way forward; a
man suddenly grabs her by the arm and he tries to put Minnie in the car. Minnie
manages to hold a bus stop or parking sign pole:
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(Gloeckner, 2015: 131)
Minnie finally saved when a cab driver comes over, saves Minnie, and takes her
into the police station. This accident makes her mom upset and berates her about
what happened. Minnie’s careless, reckless and impulsive behavior represents the
traits of the id. Then, there comes the time when Minnie’s diary is found by her
mother. Feeling disappointed that her privacy has taken out and that her mother
knows about Minnie and Monroe relationship, she runs away from home. She
wanders at the street when finally she spends the night in a veteran man’s room
and she has a fight with her friend instead:
…Tabatha started to making out with Tara on a bare mattress on  the floor
and it pissed me off so I kicked her. We got into a real fight. She’s strong
but I know I beat the fucking shit out of her. She bit my arm until it bled
but I got my thighs around her middle, from the back so  she couldn’t grab
me with her hands and I pulled her hair and yanked back at her head and
bit her shoulder down the bone. I tasted her blood in my mouth. Then I
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jumped up and kicked her as many times as I could before she could get
up. Then I spit at her.  Spit her own blood back at her. Little Tara was
crying, boo hoo, boo  hoo (Gloeckner, 2015: 270).
It shows the delinquency of Minnie’s  behavior by getting herself into a dangerous
fight. She hurts others which show that the id dominates her personality. After
Minnie has the fight, she decides to spend the rest of the night in another man’s
room when she should be back home:
I spent the night with a horny compassionate black man down the hall.
After the fight I knocked on his door and asked if I could sleep there. He
said I could. I curled up in his bed with my clothes on. […] I am still very
high and injured. I have a swollen hand from shooting up and terrible
bruises on my arm (Gloeckner, 2015: 270).
Minnie is careless as she tries to sleep with a black man that she does not even
know. The superego cannot gives the rightful way that she should not sleep to any
man  she does not know about because it is immoral and dangerous. However, as
her superego is controlled by the id, Minnie acts impulsive according to whatever
she wants to do.
2. The Increased Sexual Pleasure-Seeking Drives
The focus of the discussion at this time is about the increased of Minnie’s
sexual pleasure-seeking drives. In the chapter II, it mentioned that the id as the
place of all the instincts and desire recognizes two main instincts: the life instinct
and the death instinct (Hall, 1954: 58). In addition, Freud (1950: 135) named the
life instinct as libidinal or sexual instinct which is known under the name of Eros.
Minnie clearly reflects the possession of the sexual instinct within her system of
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personality. She has an excessive drives for this instinct because her personality
has been controlled by the domination of the id:
Maybe I should ignore everything. But I like sex. What am I supposed to
do, ignore sex? I need sex.  I really want to get laid right now—in fact, any
time—the desire is insatiable. I don’t know if I’ve made that clear—I
really like getting fucked (Gloeckner, 2015: 26).
Minnie’s domination of the id which always tries to pursue pleasure is vividly
shown in her increased sexual-pleasure drives. She cannot get enough of having
sex and always craves for it. Freud (1961: 4) explains that “the pleasure principle
long persists, however, as the method of working employed by the sexual
instincts.” Thus, the id dominated personality which  is controlled by the id  will
be dominated by the impulses of sexual instinct as well. This statement is in line
with Minnie’s condition that she tries to pursue the pleasure principle of the id by
engaging in more and more sexual pleasure:
I love to get kissed by an attractive boy I love it I love it I love it. It tastes
so good and so warm. So sticky and tickly and full. Ricky kissed me
today. It was just wonderful. I really want him to  fuck me my god I am
always so horny I hope he can tell. What a whore I  am, my word!
Ricky has a little bit of blue dripping into his left pupil. He groans when he
hugs me, he says that I’m perfect…. All I want is sex sex sex…. Ricky
stares at me absolutely in class. I know that a lot of people are jealous
jealous jealous…. (Gloeckner, 2015: 55).
Minnie always has desire for having sexual intercourse. How her heart bursts into
happiness and self-satisfaction when a guy hugs her shows the id domination in
her personality that she is guided by id’s desire for sex. Also, the significance of
the repeating words (sex sex sex and jealous jealous jealous) reflects the amount
of desire in her psyche. Whenever she feels that things are pleasurable she repeats
the words that she says.
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Furthermore, the pleasure principle which is the main function of the id is
“often succeeds in overcoming the reality principle” (Freud, 1961: 4). Minnie
often being overwhelmed by the pleasure principle that she forgets about the
reality of her surrounding:
Monroe and I went to the kitchen to eat eggs and soon we were caught up
in a passionate embrace. We scrambled five eggs and made French toast of
the rest. We kissed with crumbs in our  mouths while the butter burned.
Mom and Burt had fallen asleep while waiting for their eggs. Everyone
loves eggs. We stumbled down the back stairs to the basement and made
love by the washer and dryer. I cannot tell you how passionate, like waves,
hot moist breath… […] I love it with him he is so hot he is such a big man
some women don’t like men with hairy chest I wonder how they couldn’t.
I want to do it again. When we went upstairs Burt was in the kitchen
stumbling around. He seemed surprised to see us together. He mumbled
something about how he thought I was asleep (Gloeckner, 2015: 137).
Now Minnie neglects the reality principle as she keeps having sexual activity with
Monroe even though her mother and everyone else are in the house. She does not
even consider the potential problem if anyone finds out or sees her when she is
doing it. Minnie abandons the ego’s warns that  the id needs to stop of committing
sexual conduct. Her superego which reserves as the moral guidance of her
personality also loses its control that “My body seems to have an overwhelming
presence—I can move it anyway and it  moves of its own accord. My mind has no
say right now in the actions of my body” (Gloeckner, 2015: 111). It shows the
domination of the id which is manifested in her increased sexual pleasure-seeking
drives that the reality principle loses its charge over Minnie’s personality. The
basic instinct of Eros keeps dominating Minnie’s personality as she constantly
pursues for sexual pleasure: “If I don’t get fucked tonight, I don’t know how I’m
going to get to sleep. My nerves are wracked. It’s building up to something. I
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don’t know what... if I can’t get  fucked….” (Gloeckner, 2015: 111). The
quotation shows that Minnie experiences pain as she cannot instantly get what she
wants. It happens because tension occurs when the id cannot get immediate
gratification since the purpose of the pleasure principle is to get rid of tension
(Freud in Hall, 1954: 22).
In addition, the id “blindly seeks to satisfy the pleasure principle” (Feist
and J. Feist 2006: 29) and its characteristics are “demanding, impulsive,
irrational, asocial, selfish, and pleasure-loving” (Freud in Hall, 1954: 27). It is in
line with Minnie’s behavior that is always in the desire of sexual pleasure:
“Monroe nags me about how I’m going to grow up to be sexually jaded. What the
hell does “jaded” mean?” (Gloeckner, 2015: 114). It shows that Minnie has done
so many sexual activities and she does it just  in order to pursue pleasure because
she does taking sex too carelessly.
“…you have always told me that you were afraid I was going to become
jaded with sex if I kept fucking all those guys I don’t really care about,
like Ricky and Fred or other people I don’t even know, like the guys at the
party and in the park or that black guy…” (Gloeckner, 2015: 161).
It shows the id which has selfish and does not care about other and circumstance
makes Minnie keeps having passionate sexual activities to any man that she does
not even know. Also, she does not care about the feeling of the boys of her age
who are interesting in her, she just makes out with any one: men, boys, and girls.
As long as Minnie can avoid the pain and tension when she cannot fulfil her desire
of physical needs, she has sex as much as she can without having concern to
whom she makes it with. She obeys the id’s wishes and neglecting the ego and the
superego that she should have tried to stop committing sexuality underage.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION
Based on the analysis and discussion of imbalance personality within
Minnie as seen in Phoebe Gloeckner’s The Diary of a Teenage Girl, the
researcher drew conclusion related to the objectives of the study.
A. The Trigger and the Domination of the Id
Minnie’s imbalance system of personality lies in the domination of the id
within herself as the result of the psychological conflict. Experiencing her parents’
twice marital divorces, which is filled with conflict, triggers Minnie’s id to seek
for attention and to pursue pleasure by engaging in delinquency. Minnie’s id
keeps pursuing for pleasure and immediate gratification by committing
delinquency because she can repress her ego and reduce the pain of her psyche.
Her personality neglects the superego’s principle of morals and goodness; her id
takes command over her ego to gain more attention and joy by engaging in
delinquency.
Because of the divorces, Minnie lacks of love and affection from her
mother, her real dad, and even her step-father. Thus, in order to reduce the pain
caused by the divorce, she tries to find love and attention in other people. Her
encounter with her mother’s boyfriend to get psyche and bodily affection leads
her id to more intensely repress her superego. Minnie does not care about the
morality of her action; she gives her virginity up to her mother’s boyfriend which
stimulates her id to get more sexual activity to other people since it brings joy to
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her. She is still underage to engage in any sexual activity, but she neglects the
reality and the morality and she chooses to pursue pleasure by keeping her
immoral conduct. She is not only engaging in sexual intercourse with her
mother’s boyfriend but also with girls, boys, and older men she does not know
anything about.
In addition, Minnie’s id which dominates her system of personality makes
her committing petty latency by taking other people’s stuff. Minnie takes things
which do not belong to her whether the owner may see her doing it or not. She
does not feel guilty or afraid of her wrongful behavior because her ego and
superego surrender to the id. Minnie is the portrayal of a delinquent girl who has
id domination personality. She does not feel any guilt or remorse of any illegal
conduct which she done.
B. The Imbalance Personality and Its Manifestation
The relation between Minnie’s imbalance system of personality and its
manifestation is shown in her delinquent behavior. Minnie engages in
delinquency as the result of the domination of the id within her personality. She
fulfills the id’s demand by encountering with drugs while actuality this kind of
behavior is illegal. Minnie smokes pot, joint, and poppers which makes her in the
state of feeling high. She enjoys smoking those drugs because it brings pleasure
for her. Minnie is also manifested the domination of the id by getting drunk into
any alcoholic beverages. She does not care that those drugs and alcoholic drinks
poisoning her body and lower her intelligence.
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Furthermore, Minnie vividly portrays ‘the boundless egoism and a strong
destructive impulse’ as one characteristic of the id dominated personality by being
kicked out from several schools. She cuts classes many times and does not do her
school work well which makes her have to be dropped out from school. Minnie,
however, does not feel guilty or tries to stop. Seeing her mother cries for her
failure in academic life, Minnie does not care much. She keeps avoid pain of
attending school because she cannot recognize the presence of her ego and
superego anymore. Minnie shows recklessness and irresponsibility towards her
life because the id is selfish and destructive in nature.
Moreover, as Minnie’s personality is dominated by the id, she has an
excessive urges of sexual needs. She makes out with any one, boys and girls,
whom she does not even know. Minnie fails to make a correct decision whether
what she does is right or wrong because her superego as the judgment of her
action and behavior is under the control of the id. Minnie clearly shows a
portrayal of a person who has id dominated personality. She is impulsive and
always doing things without thinking about what consequences she has to take
when she commits those delinquencies. Minnie, whose id dominated her
personality, only cares about pursuing pleasure and getting satisfaction.
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APPENDIX 1
Summary of The Diary of a Teenage Girl Novel
The story began by Minnie’s introduction about herself in her diary. She
described about her appearance and the place where she lived in San Francisco, on
Clay Street. Her age was fifteen, tenth grade, and just resigned from her boarding
school to start a new school. Minnie narrated her first physical encountering with her
mother’s boyfriend, Monroe: that night when her mother and her sister had gone to
sleep, she sat on a living room couch with him. He let Minnie drinks some of his
wine and Minnie got drunk. Monroe then put his arm around her and started to rub
her breast. Minnie was surprised by his conduct but she let him do this because she
trusted him and she felt a calming feeling. A couple nights later, she and Monroe
went to bar and they both got very drunk. Minnie said that she wanted Monroe to
sleep with her and Monroe laughed at her request in the way home.
On the following Tuesday, Minnie did not go to school as she and Monroe
had made a plan. Minnie set off at the usual time with her backpack and her books,
but she just kept walking right past school and met Monroe instead. They went to
beach, drank beer, and ate some sandwiches and later on they drove to Monroe’s
place and Minnie gave her virginity up to him. When Minnie came back to her home,
her mother asked her to stir the peas but she felt the blood of her first sexual activity
trickling so she ran to bathroom. The peas burned and her mother yelled at her while
Minnie shouted that she could not come out from the bathroom. She lied to her
mother that she had diarrhea. On Saturday, Minnie went to the Golden Gate Park, to
the aquarium, and she met a sixteen years old boy with blue big eyes and baby lips to
whom she had sexual activity with after saying hi and having small talk about the
fish. Minnie considered him very handsome and it made her crazy trying to remember
his face because she knew she would never see him again.
Minnie got a letter from her step-father, Pascal, and she tracked her memory
back about how she knew him. She knew Pascal since she was four years old and he
lived with her, her sister and her mother for several years in Philadelphia before he
finally married her mother. Then they all moved to San Francisco because of his job
but he and her mother split up very and decided to get divorce shortly after moving.
Minnie also retraced her memory of her real father that he still lived in Philadelphia
and she did not see him much even when she was living there.
Minnie was sitting on the bench in front of her school when Chuck came in
his skateboard. While he was performing his skateboarding skill, Ricky and Arnie
came over and they asked Minnie to join them. Minnie agreed and just left Chuck
behind. She went in to a car along with Ricky and Arnie. Inside of the car, these two
guys introduced Minnie to pot. Minnie never smoked pot before, but those two guys
teased her and she finally tried to smoke it. She enjoyed it and being happy to hang
out with Ricky and Arnie.
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Minnie’s mother was laid off and going on unemployed because the library
where she worked being closed. Minnie’s stepfather took Minnie and her sister out
for a pastry and coffee. He said that even though he rarely saw Minnie and her sister
recently, but he still thought about them and that he was their surrogate father for
many years. He said that her mother was irresponsible and could not bring Minnie
and her sister up in a good way. Minnie then said that it was his fault to move into
California and got divorce of her mother. She added that he was a sadist and always
mean to them. Under her stepfather words, Minnie’s mother did not touch Minnie
much. Due to this case, Minnie loved it when Monroe touched her affectionately
because then she knew that he cared about her.
Minnie kicked out from her school, the Urban School, because she did not do
her work and only completed half the requirements necessary for the credits she had
aimed at getting. Her mother was really mad since Minnie’s grandparents were the
one who paid Minnie’s school tuition and she did not want to explain to them why
Minnie had to change school again. At this moment, she missed her real father in
which she wished in her heart that her father cared about her life. She tried to feel the
spirit of her father through the wooden doll which her grandfather used to give her.
Minnie’s mother tried to call her previous school at Castilleja to see whether Minnie
could return to that school. However, she could not come back because of her poor
past academic performance.
On the summer vacation, Minnie stole some nail polish colors from a shop.
She also went out with Kimmie and was introduced to Marcus, an older black man.
Marcus invited Minnie and Kimmie to a ‘party’ in his apartment and Minnie agreed
although she never know Marcus. She and Kimmie got into his car and they headed
to his place. In the car, Minnie smoked a joint and drank brandy with Kimmie. When
they arrived to his place, Marcus went inside first. While she and Kimmie were
supposed to go inside after him, they took a cable car and headed to Monroe’s place
instead. At Monroe’s apartment, they stole a can of pot and money while Monroe was
in the bathroom. Then, Minnie started a new private school named Lick-Wilmerding.
At this new school, she did not give a better performance as she kept cutting classes
and not attending the class by getting any fake reasons like pretending to sick.
Minnie’s mother found Minnie’s diary while she went in to Minnie’s room.
She read it and discovered about Minnie’s relationship with Monroe. She got really
mad and said that Monroe had to marry her daughter. Minnie was very upset and ran
away from home for around six days. She slept over her guy friend’s home which
also full of other boys. She had a fight with Tabatha that she had bruises all over her
body and can hardly bend her arm at the elbow. After her mother found out where she
was and cried for her to come home, Minnie went home. Minnie managed to not
smoke pot in nearly a month and she had not seen Monroe at all. Her mother still saw
Monroe as they became some kind of best friend. One day when Minnie and Chuck
walked along the beach, Minnie got high again though she said it would be the last
time. There, she met Monroe and looked at him in the eye as she shook his hand
firmly with a though in her head that she can forget the love she once felt for him.
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APPENDIX 2
Table 1. The Table List of the Data for the Domination of the Id in Minnie’s System of Personality which is Triggered by Her
Unpleasant Early Life Experience.
No Quotation Page Meaning
1 Of course I had homework but so the fuck what. I wanted to go, so
I did and of course I was served a drink or two because I am so
mature-looking. And Monroe always seems to drink under such
circumstances. We were laughing at the fools on the stage and the
waitresses told us to stop making such godfucking noise so we
went to the back of the room.
4 It shows the domination of the id in Minnie’s
system of personality as she ignores her main
task: to study and to do the homework. Instead,
she goes to a night-club and get drunk which
shows the impulsivity of her personality as one
characteristic of the id.
2 I’ve known Pascal since I was four years old. He lived with us in
Philadelphia for several years before he married my mother. We
moved to San Francisco three or four years ago because of his job.
He and mom split up very shortly after that. They are now almost
divorced.
13 These lines emphasize Minnie’s bitter
childhood in which she had to deal with the
second divorce of her parents when she was
just a little kid. It can be inferred as the second
divorce since Pascal is Minnie’s stepfather i.e.
her mother’s second husband. This quotation
shows the trigger of Minnie’s imbalance
system of personality as she has not got enough
affection from her parents.
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No Quotation Page Meaning
3 47 It can be seen from the illustration that Minnie
searches for things which does not belong to her. She
often does that without thinking that it is not right
since the id which dominates her mind does not care
about right or wrong. What matters is just to act
according to the command of the instinct, the one
which does not care about wisdom of the action.
Minnie does not even care about Monroe being
around the house or not or about the possibility that
he may accuse her of stealing.
4 I didn’t go because of Monroe, because I really wanted to
get fucked again, and all the boys on that trip  are such
faggots. […] Anyway, what Mr. Bill said spread like a
wildfire, and now the whole school thinks that I’m the
biggest fucking prude…. Mr. Bill saw me in Ricky’s arms
today and just could not wipe the smile off his  face. I think
he realizes that he doesn’t understand me and is confused.
What is there to understand? I am a very passionate person.
56 The basic instinct of the id is to pursue pleasure and
therefore Minnie keeps satisfying herself by getting
as many pleasure of sex as possible that she even
withdraws herself from the school desert trip.
5 Girls are always looking at me funny and some of those
fucking boys have begun to feel free to look at me
lecherously. I don’t care I don’t care all the world is a stage,
I don’t care.
Am I the only existing natural person in the world? I want
to obey my instincts, is that  so wrong?  Even Kimmie
disagrees with me. What can I say?
76 People in her surrounding label her as a girl who is
willingly to go with any guy who comes along and
Minnie thinks that there is nothing wrong with it;
there is nothing to be ashamed of. She just wants to
do as what the instincts command her to do without
caring about anything else.
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No Quotation Page Meaning
6 I said. “Yeah you made us move to California. Whether you
should have or not. And then you  and Mom immediately
decide to get divorced. Now mom doesn’t have a job, so we
might have to go back Philadelphia whether we want  or not,
and our lives will be disrupted and  ruined and it’s all your
fault.”
83 The quotation emphasizes the trigger behind
Minnie’s delinquent conduct in which she thinks that
the marriage separation of her parents ruins her life.
As the id lies in the unconscious, Minnie represses
the feelings of the bitter situation and she let it out
unconsciously in delinquency.
7 84 The illustration depicts how content Minnie is when
Monroe touches her in affecting and friendly ways. It
portrays her need of affection and attention that she
lacks of. Minnie finds joys of getting love from
Monroe and it reduced the pain that is caused by her
parents twice divorce. As her mother always busy
with her work and her real father and step-father do
not live together with her, she tries to find the need of
psychical urges of love in another person. This is also
the trigger that Minnie starts to look for replacement
of love by losing her virginity into Monroe in which
later on it stimulates Minnie’s’ sexual instinct for
searching more sexual conduct.
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No Quotation Page Meaning
8 My mother doesn’t touch me much if she can avoid it. Some
mothers touch their children a lot, in a natural way. I used to
kiss her and hug her all the time when I was happy or she
was nice.
84 Minnie is lack of love from both of her mother and
father. The lack of love from her mother stimulates
her id to seek for pleasure of love, attention, and
physical engagement to other people.
9 89 The id which does not  care about wisdom makes her
abolish the moral standard by conducting petty
latency of searching and stealing other people’s stuff.
She takes things which are not belonging to her.
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No Quotation Page Meaning
10 I wish my father cared whether I was dead or alive. I never
see him, never heard from him. I don’t even know where he
lives now. Once he called me out of the blue, and told me
that my eyes were just like his, and that we know things
other people can’t know. He said we could see more other
couldn’t. Like magic.
Once my grandfather went to Bora-Bora and got me a little
wooden monster carving with mother-of-pearl eyes. He told
me that the spirit of my father was in it, and that I should
keep it near me, and it would be just like my dad was next to
me, thinking about me, hugging me. Magic.
99 This quotation represents the trigger of Minnie’s
personality problem as the first divorce of her parents
makes her lack of a father’s figure. Minnie portrays
vividly the need for her real father figure in which
she tries to feel the spirit and the existence of her
father through the wooden doll that her grandfather
gives her. The absence of her dad’s figure somehow
affects her psyche. It makes her longing for love and
she craves for the figure of a man who is older than
her which is later on she tries to find it in the figure
of her mother’s boyfriend. This is triggers the
delinquent behavior that Minnie does in order to
avoid pain and to get the need of love.
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No Quotation Page Meaning
11 198 Minnie cuts classes numerous times even though she
has been kicked out many times for doing such thing.
However, as she governs by the domination of the id,
she keeps cutting class and she does not take her
education seriously.
12 I cut math, and took the cable car to his house. I rang the
buzzer and left the note in his box, thinking he wouldn’t be
home, but he opened the door with a mechanical button from
his  apartment so  I held my  breath and went in. My heart
was beating so fast.
199 Whenever Minnie feels that she wants love and
pleasure of her physical desire, she ignores her study
and goes immediately to the older man whom she
likes. Her basic instinct of avoiding pain which is one
of the characteristics of the id guides her to seek for
immediate gratification without thinking that she
should have stopped.
13 I  do not have to go to school today because I am sick. You
won’t tell—I always fake. The sun shone through my open
windows this morning, drenching the garbage, the debris,
and the salvageable filth buried beneath it with a brilliant
glow.
202 Faking is one of the conduct that Minnie’s do  best.
Even though she is already being dropped out many
times, she keeps avoiding school. She hates school
and therefore in order to avoid the pain that she gets
from it, she tells lies.
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No Quotation Page Meaning
14 214 Not only seeking for pleasure and immediate
gratification from older men and boys of her age, but
she also tries to find comfort and warmth from girls.
Minnie makes out with female which shows the
recklessness of her behavior. While the normal
norms demand for heterosexual relationship, she does
all; with male and female. The picture also shows
that Minnie looks enjoying her female company. She
does not resist the girl embrace, instead she gives a
passionate gesture towards her.
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Table 2. The Table List of the Data for Minnie’s Imbalance Personality as Reflected in Her Delinquent Behavior and
Increased Sexual Pleasure-Seeking Drives.
No Quotation Category Page Meaning
1 Maybe I should ignore everything. But I like sex.
What am I supposed to do, ignore sex? I need sex.  I
really want to get laid right now—in fact, any time—
the desire is insatiable. I don’t know if I’ve made that
clear—I really like getting fucked.
The Increased
Sexual Pleasure-
Seeking Drives
26 Minnie’s domination of the id which
always tries to pursue pleasure
vividly shown in her increased
sexual‒ pleasure drives. She cannot
get enough of having sex and always
craves for it.
2 The Delinquent
Behavior
48 Minnie keeps hanging out with
Monroe and ignores the facts that he
is her mother boyfriend and that he
also has romantic relationship with
her mother. She just wants to pursue
pleasure. The superego which holds
the principle of morality surrenders
to the id as Minnie does not care
about the morality  of her actions.
She gets drunk and talks bad words.
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No Quotation Category Page Meaning
3 I love to get kissed by an attractive boy I love it I
love it I love it. It tastes so good and so warm. So
sticky and tickly and full. Ricky kissed me today. It
was just wonderful. I really want him to fuck me my
god I am always so horny I hope he can tell. What a
whore I am, my word!
The Increased
Sexual Pleasure-
Seeking Drives
55 Minnie always has desire for having
sexual activity. How her heart bursts
into happiness and self-satisfaction
shows the id domination in her
personality.
4 Ricky has a little bit of blue dripping into his left
pupil. He groans when he hugs me, he says that I’m
perfect…. All I want is sex sex sex…. Ricky stares at
me absolutely in class. I know that a lot of people are
jealous jealous jealous….
The Increased
Sexual Pleasure-
Seeking Drives
55 The significance of the repeating
words (sex sex sex and jealous
jealous jealous) reflects the amount
of desire in her psyche. Whenever
she feels that things are pleasurable
she repeats the words that she says.
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No Quotation Category Page Meaning
5 The Delinquent
Behavior
63 The destructive behavior which she
conducts reflects the domination of
the id since Minnie always makes
out with boys even though they bring
bad influence to her. She does not
care about it. Just as long as she can
get pleasure and immediate
gratification, she does things even if
it  is bad and harmful.
6 I was awful last night. I had a lot of alcoholic
beverages on a bar called Churchill’s. A single bar on
the corner of the Clement  and some low-num-bared
street… I was the youngest person in the
establishment. Obviously, I shouldn’t have been
there at all.
The Delinquent
Behavior
77 Freud says that the id domination
person has the personality of self-
destructive urge. This quotation
shows how rash and uncontrolled
Minnie’s behavior is. Ignoring the
facts that she is underage of drinking
alcoholic beverages, she puts herself
in the establishment that she should
not be there just yet.
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No Quotation Category Page Meaning
7 I had seven rum and grapefruit juice. I was very
drunk.
I had to convince Monroe that he really did want to
go back to his apartment. I can’t quite sure remember
what happened…. It’s all very unclear…. The liquor
had been completely absorbed into my bloodstream
by then, and the poisoned liquid had eloped my
brain…. I was practically delirious.
The Delinquent
Behavior
78 The strong destructive urge which is
one characteristic of the id portrayed
in the quotation as Minnie tends to
put herself in astray. The rum takes
control over her body and mind just
as the id takes control over her
personality.
8 It’s a cold day. It is cold. The Urban  School faculty
has discussed the matter, and decided it best that I do
not return next year. I was kicked out. It seems that
Minnie has been doing very  little work and has
completed only half the requirements necessary for
the credits she  had aimed at  getting. My mother was
really mad because my grandparents are the ones
who pay my tuition and she does not  want to explain
why I have to change school again. She says I have
to tell them.
The Delinquent
Behavior
98 Minnie gets kicked out which means
that she fails her mother again. She
behaves like a bad teenager with
poor school life. She neglects the fact
that her mom has not got enough
money and therefore she has to ask
for support from her parents.
However, Minnie does not care that
the consequence of her  behavior
also put her  mom in a difficult
situation.
9 My mother called Castilleja to see if  could return in
the fall. But the teachers at Urban had beaten her into
it. They called to ask about my past performance, and
the person at Castilleja told my mother  that everyone
agrees that Minnie Goetze is a sneak and a liar and a
bad student and would not be welcomed back at
either school. […] The school suggested that I go to
a psychiatrist.
The Delinquent
Behavior
100 Minnie’s psyche is really disturbed
even the school realizes it and
advices her to go to a psychiatrist to
get treatment. Minnie tends to have
boundless egoism and she keeps
pursuing for self-pleasure even
though it put her life in ruin.
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No Quotation Category Page Meaning
10 We went into his bedroom, and… what makes you
think??!! We just kissed and hugged and he came in
his pants. I wanted to fuck him so badly….
I feel so warm. My body seems to have an
overwhelming presence—I can move it  anyway and
it  moves of its own accord. My mind has no say
right now in the actions of my body.
The Increased
Sexual Pleasure-
Seeking Drives
111 The quotation shows how the basic
instinct of Eros dominates her
personality. While the source of the
life instinct is on the id, Minnie
constantly pursues for pleasure.
11 If I don’t get fucked tonight, I  don’t know how I’m
going to get to sleep. My nerves are wracked. It’s
building up to something. I don’t know what... if I
can’t get  fucked….
The Increased
Sexual Pleasure-
Seeking Drives
111 While the id cannot get immediate
gratification, tension occurs. The
quotation shows that Minnie
experience pain as she cannot
instantly get what she wants.
12 Monroe nags me about how I’m going to grow up to
be sexually jaded. What the hell does “jaded” mean?
I’m going to have had too much too soon and I’m not
going to be able to have  any fulfilling sexual-
emotional relationship with anyone because I take
sex too lightly, too impersonally.  He should tell me
now!
The Increased
Sexual Pleasure-
Seeking Drives
114 The quotation shows that  Minnie is
always in the desire for sexual
pleasure. She has too many sexual
relationship and she does it just in
order to pursue pleasure because she
does taking sex too carelessly.
13 I inhaled a lot of amyl nitrate. A whole, whole lot.
And I got very drunk. A bunch of black  guys in the
band kept trying to pick up on me, but  I told  them I
had a broken leg so I couldn’t go anywhere. I
developed a convincing limp. After a while, I began
to get very obnoxious.
The Delinquent
Behavior
116 The quotations represents how the id
takes control over her by doing self-
destructive urges and put aside the
consequence of getting high and
drunk toward her body.
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No Quotation Category Page Meaning
14 …you have always told me that you were afraid I
was going to become jaded with sex if I kept fucking
all those guys I don’t really care about, like Ricky
and Fred or other people I don’t even know, like the
guys at the party and in the park or that black guy…
The Increased
Sexual Pleasure-
Seeking Drives
161 The id which has selfish and does not
care about other and circumstance
makes Minnie keeps having
passionate sexual relationship to any
man that she does not even know.
Also, she does not care about the
feeling of the boys of her  age who
are interesting in her, she just makes
out with any one.
15 I paint my toenails nowadays. I stole the color—dark
brown-red, red-red, purple, and shimmering pearly
pink-red. They are all from Woolworth’s on Polk
Street.
The Delinquent
Behavior
121 Stealing and shoplifting represents
the immorality and lawless
characteristics of the id.
16 The Delinquent
Behavior
129 Drinking brandy and smoking joint
represents the pursuing of the
pleasure within Minnie’s personality.
She neglecting the signs of the
superego that she commits
delinquency.
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No Quotation Category Page Meaning
17 The Delinquent
Behavior
131 Minnie ignores the superego about
the morality of her action. She
searching for pleasure even to a
black man who is so much older than
him and she does not  even know
him. It shows the carelessness of the
id.
18 The Delinquent
Behavior
135 Minnie steals money and pot in
Monroe’s house; it expresses  the
characteristic of the id which is very
selfish  and recognizes no  guilt of
the unlawful conduct of her action.
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No Quotation Category Page Meaning
19 Monroe and I went to the kitchen to eat eggs and
soon we were caught  up in a passionate embrace.
We scrambled five eggs and made French toast of the
rest. We kissed with crumbs in our  mouths while the
butter burned. Mom and Burt had fallen asleep while
waiting for their eggs. Everyone loves eggs.
We stumbled down the back stairs to the basement
and made love by the washer and dryer. I cannot tell
you how passionate, like waves, hot moist breath…
[…] I love it with him he is so hot he is such a big
man some women don’t like men with hairy chest I
wonder how they couldn’t. I want to do it again.
When we went upstairs Burt was in the kitchen
stumbling around. He seemed surprised to see us
together. He mumbled something about how he
thought I was asleep.
The Increased
Sexual Pleasure-
Seeking Drives
137 Even though her mother and
everyone else are in the house,
Minnie has sexual intercourse with
Monroe. She does not even consider
the potential problem if anyone finds
out or sees her when she is doing it.
It shows the domination of the id
which is manifested in her increased
sexual pleasure-seeking drives.
20 He said if I could hold on and keep it together, that
we’ll be able to date when I’m eighteen. […] We
could take a trip on his sailboat. For sure he’ll have a
sailboat by then. I stole $2.75 when he was in the
bathroom.
The Delinquent
Behavior
200 As Minnie’s id dominates her system
of personality, she conducts
delinquency by stealing money
without even cares about the
immorality of her action as the
characteristic of the id does not care
about wisdom and it is selfish.
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No Quotation Category Page Meaning
21 My mother talked to the principal at school and he
said they had to put me on academic probation
because I cut too many times. They said they want
me to go to a therapist as a condition of the
probation. My mother were crying in the car and
saying that I was so, so lucky that they didn’t kick
me out because now there’s no other school that
would take me.
The Delinquent
Behavior
216 Minnie has no feeling of guilt that
she always cuts class and it makes
her being dropped out from several
schools and she doesn’t care about
her mother’s feelings. It shows that
she has id-dominated personality
which only cares about herself.
22 The Delinquent
Behavior
240 Minnie endangers herself by making
herself almost being kidnapped by an
unknown man. The man tries to pulls
her in to his car before she is saved
by a cab driver in the end. This
incident happen because she walks
around in 2:00 in the morning to go
to Monroe’s house. Her mother and
sister are very upset of how careless
and reckless she is. Minnie’s strong
destructive urges and impulsivity
represents the traits of the id.
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23 My mom had a tense phone conference with  the
principal. He says I can’t come back to Lick-
Wilmerding after Christmas vacation. They gave my
mom the name of some school for drop-outs that I
can go to. She is  so mad at me but I don’t give a
care.
The Delinquent
Behavior
264 The lack of the feeling of guilt
towards her mother shows the
characteristic of the id. What she
does bring no advantage, but instead
of trying to quit, she keeps making
herself be kicked out of school over
and over again.
24 …Tabatha started to making out with Tara on a bare
mattress on  the floor and it pissed me off so I kicked
her. We got into a real fight. She’s strong but I know
I beat the fucking shit out of her. She bit my arm
until it bled but I got my thighs around her middle,
from the back so  she couldn’t grab me with her
hands and I pulled her hair and yanked back at her
head and bit her shoulder down the bone. I tasted her
blood in my mouth. Then I jumped up and kicked her
as many times as I could before she could get up.
Then I spit at her.  Spit her own blood back at her.
Little Tara was crying, boo hoo, boo  hoo.
The Delinquent
Behavior
270 The quotation shows the delinquency
of Minnie’s behavior by getting
herself into dangerous fight. She
hurts others which show that the id
dominates her personality.
84
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25 I spent the night with a horny compassionate black
man down the hall. After the fight I knocked on his
door and asked if I could sleep there. He said I could.
I curled up in his bed with my clothes on. […] I am
still very high and injured. I have a swollen hand
from shooting up and terrible bruises on my arm.
The Delinquent
Behavior
270 It illustrates that Minnie is careless
as she tries to sleep with a black man
that she does not even know. The
superego cannot gives the rightful
way that she should not sleep to any
man  she does not  about  because it
is immoral. However, as superego is
controlled by the id, Minnie acts
impulsive according to her instinct.
26 He says I have to stop taking drugs. He told me that
the test he gave me showed me that my iq had fallen
ten points compared to the result from school a year
ago.
The Delinquent
Behavior
275 This quotation shows the traits of
boundless egoism and strong
destructive urge of the id. Her
encounter with drugs destroys her
brain.
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